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5901 Elizabeth Ave 63110
11601 Manchester Rd 63131
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It is agreed that damage to this leased property, due to storms, tornadoes, rain, fire caused by lightning, or
other disturbances of nature will be borne in full by Weinhardt Party Rentals, when notified immediately by
the Lessee or his agents. In the event the leased property should be damaged to the extent it is unsafe,
Lessee shall immediately cause humans, livestock and property to be removed there from in the interest of
safety. In the event the leased property is blown down or damaged in any manner, the rent shall be due and
payable.
Weinhardt Party Rentals should be released under this agreement for conditions brought about by Act of
God, disturbances of nature, boycotts, labor trouble, contingencies of transportation, civil commotion’s, or
conditions beyond their control.
Weinhardt Party Rentals shall not be required to install equipment any time when rains, winds, etc. make the
work unsafe for Weinhardt’s employees and/or this leased equipment; nor shall Weinhardt’s be required to
install tent in an area they regard as too muddy, dirty, unsafe, or unsuitable for the installation, and
Weinhardt’s shall be sole judge thereof.
Should Lessee fail to pay the rental as specified, then the Lessee grants Weinhardt’s full right to remove the
equipment, gives access to the location and equipment for the removal, and agrees to pay any expense of
any kind, including collection costs that Weinhardt’s may incur.
All tents are subject to stretching and retraction, up to about 5% of listed sizes, and though all tents have been
treated with waterproofing compound, no tents are guaranteed absolutely waterproof.
To procure necessary clearance during high winds, Lessee shall not (a) place anything within two feet of the
top of tent or within one foot of the sides; (b) attach fences, wires, boards, etc. to the side poles of the tent that
would interfere with the adjusting and tightening of tent; (c) attach any electric wires, except to center and/or
quarter poles of tents, and then only with tape.
Damage to tents by vandalism or misuse by Lessee, or loss of tent for any reason is the responsibility of
Lessee.
Securing of city/municipality/government permits, if any, are the responsibility of Lessee and shall
where necessary, be secured in advance of installer’s arrival. Lessee shall designate location of each tent,
immediately after Weinhardt’s employees arrive for the purpose of installing tents. Lessee shall reimburse
Weinhardt’s for all costs incurred to Weinhardt’s due to delay in securing permits, delay in designating
location for installation, changing location, or moving any tents after partial or complete installation. Leesee is
responsible for any permit fees or costs. Weinhardt Rentals is not obligated to refund any rental cost if the
lessee fails to obtain a permit
Weinhardt Party Rentals has the option of leaving the tents set up until the tent is completely dry.
All tents are designed to be held in place by proper installation of stakes, well anchored into the ground. It is
the only way to properly install a tent and it is the only type of installation we can stand behind. However,
because of the many requests we have for certain tents to be used for short term events, where stakes are not
allowed to be driven into the ground we offer the use of weight buckets or water barrels. These will work on
calm days and under most weather conditions. Because we cannot control the weather, we do not
recommend the use of weight buckets or water barrels and cannot be responsible for any damage a wind
blown tent may cause.
Lessor has read this paragraph and understands that Weinhardt Party Rentals is
harmless of any damage caused by the insistence on using weight buckets or water barrels instead of staking.
Lessee shall hold Weinhardt’s harmless because of loss, damage, or injury to persons, things, livestock,
merchandise, or other items while in, near, or about said tents regardless of the cause thereof. Lessor is
responsible for negligent installation of tents and/or defective tents.
Weinhardt Rentals is not responsible for damage done to asphalt driveways/ parking lots. Customer at their
cost is responsible for any repairs required.
Weinhardt’s shall not be liable for damage to underground drain pipes, sprinkler systems, and any other
underground items not listed.
Weinhardt Rentals requires a ____________ deposit (cash or card) on all tents. There is no cancellation of the
tent under any circumstances. Customer will be responsible for full cost of tent rental if cancelled.
Name_________________________________________

Order Number____________________

Signature_____________________________________

Rental Date________________________

Date Signed______________________

Location___________________________
Tent Size__________________________

We will contact Dig Rite for you.
You do not need to call concerning your tent rental.

Dig Safe. Dig Smart. Know Missouri’s Ground Rules.
MAKE THE CALL: If you are planning any excavation work, from digging in your yard to
a commercial project, Missouri law requires you to notify the Missouri One Call System at
1-800-DIG-RITE (1-800-344-7483) or dial 811, at least three but not more than 10 working
days in advance, except in the case of an emergency.
AFTER YOU MAKE THE CALL: Missouri law requires that all utilities with underground
facilities affected by the excavation determine if the planned dig is near any underground
facilities. If needed, they will survey and mark the area where utility lines are located.
Do not begin digging until all of the utilities in the area have been located and marked.
RESPECT THE MARKS: After it is determined that markings are required, the facility
owner will locate and mark the excavation site with paint, stakes or flags. Utilities mark
their facilities according to specific guidelines and color codes. Respect the markings
when you dig.
DIG SAFELY: Carefully avoid digging near any of those flags or marks. If you damage
underground facilities, you could create a dangerous situation and may be required to
pay for the damage you caused.

